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Figure No. 19. The Bryson Dam and Gatehouse, view from above.
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Figure No. 20. The Bryson Dam, view from below.
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Figure No. 21. Detail of the Bryson Dam showing added gunite surface.
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3. Mission Hydroelectric Project

Historical Overview

The Mission Hydroelectric Project was built in 1924 on the Hiawassee River in Clay County to serve the
electrical customers in the town of Andrews. Financed by the town, the dam and powerhouse were built by
Ludlow Engineers of Winston-Salem. Both of the turbine units in the powerhouse were placed on-line in
December of 1924. The Mission plant proved a drain on the town's financial resources, and after the stock
market crash in October, Mayor John Christy sold the plant to NP&L in 1929. Upon its acquisition by
NP&L, the Mission plant consisted of the dam, powerhouse, two turbines with a 930 horsepower capacity,
and a 12-mile, 22 KV transmission line. There were 345 customers connected to the system at the time of its
acquisition. 

In 1943, NP&L added a third turbine unit. NP&L converted the plant to semi-automatic operation in March
of 1947, reducing the operating force from four men to one. The conversion equipment was similar to that
installed at the Franklin Plant. Three tainter gates had fixed hoists for automatic operation and one gate was
equipped to operate mechanically in case of failure of the electrical equipment (NP&L n.d.: I-9-10). Since
the 1940s, the Mission Plant has continued to be part of the operations of NP&L.

Description

The Mission Powerhouse is a rectangular plan brick building completed in 1924. The building rests on a
poured concrete foundation, and has an exterior of brick Flemish bond. On the main (west) facade are three
bays of original paired steel windows. The windows have thirty lights in the upper panels and forty lights in
the lower panel. The panels are separated by steel muntin bars, and the windows are divided by brick
pilaster strips. The windows rest on poured concrete sills. Above the windows are recessed panels with
sailor brick coursing. At the roofline is a corbelled brick cornice and concrete coping. At the southeast
corner of the building is an entrance with an original two-panel wood door.

On the south facade of the powerhouse are three windows in the thirty-over-forty configuration. On the east
facade are three windows with a thirty-light window over the pedestrian door. On the east facade is the one-
story office wing, which has both thirty-five-light and fifteen-light original steel hinged windows. Many of
the original glass lights have been replaced with metal sheets. On the north facade, the pedestrian entrance
has an original steel door. The equipment bay has a ca. 1980 overhead track steel door. Adjacent to this door
is an original fifteen-light window. Above the entrances is a thirty-light, eighteen-light, eighteen-light,
eighteen-light, and thirty-light continuous window divided by steel muntin bars.

The interior has a poured concrete floor, exposed brick walls, and a steel truss support system and wood
decking at the ceiling. Along the east and west walls of the building are six original light fixtures. These
light fixtures are of steel and are stamped "Glow Chicago." In the northeast corner of the building is a small
office and bathroom area. This area is subdivided by a brick and poured concrete wall. Leading into the
office is an original two-panel wood door. Doors into the shower and bathroom areas are original four-panel
wood design. The office has an original hanging light fixture from the ceiling.

The interior has three turbines, two of which were installed in 1924, and the third was added in 1943. All
three are Vertical Francis turbines manufactured by the S. Morgan Smith Company. Adjacent to the turbines
are three General Electric AC & DC generators. The original switchboard, manufactured by General
Electric also remains intact.
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The Mission Dam impounds a reservoir which contains 61 acres at full capacity. The dam is of poured
concrete. Approximately 4,000 cubic yards of concrete were added to the dam bays located behind the
powerhouse in 1998. Gunite was applied to the entire surface of the dam in the early 1990s. The dam has
seven original steel tainter gates of steel which measure 16' in width and 14' in height. The gatehouse on the
dam is of ca. 1970, corrugated steel and wood panels.

National Register Assessment

In the opinion of the Consultant, the Mission Powerhouse meets National Register criteria A and C. Under
criterion A, the powerhouse is representative of the early development of hydroelectric power in western
North Carolina. The plant was built to provide power to the Town of Andrews which built its own
transmission line and distribution system. The town's street lights were powered by the plant along with an
initial 345 customers. The plant was acquired from the town by NP&L in 1929 which extended power to
Robbinsville and the Marble and Topton communities. By the late 1940s, over a thousand customers were
served by the Mission plant. The powerhouse is significant in the category of Social History as part of the
overall influence of electricity in the transformation of North Carolina communities and rural areas in the
early- to mid-20th century. 

The Mission Powerhouse is also significant under criterion C for its architectural design. The powerhouse is
representative of the municipal and corporate designs for this type of industrial building in the region. Of
brick construction, this building was designed in a rectangular plan with large multi-light steel windows for
interior illumination. The building has simple exterior brick detailing with influences of the Colonial
Revival style in its brick coursing and pilaster strips. The building retains much of its original exterior and
interior features, and its high degree of integrity meets registration requirements for this property type.

In the opinion of the Consultant, the Mission Dam does not meet National Register criteria due to its
alterations in the 1990s. The dam retains its steel tainter gates, but has been altered through the addition of
concrete and gunnite. The dam has been significantly altered and does not meet registration requirements for
this property type.
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Figure No. 22. Location of the Mission Hydroelectric Project, Map 1 of 1.
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Figure No. 34. The Franklin Powerhouse, west and south facades.
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Figure No. 35. The Franklin Powerhouse, west and south facades.
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Figure No. 36. The Franklin Powerhouse, south and east facades.
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Figure No. 37. Interior view of the Franklin Powerhouse and original turbines.
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Figure No. 38. The Franklin Powerhouse, original switchboard.
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Figure No. 39. The Franklin Dam, view from above.
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Figure No. 40. The Franklin Dam, view from below.
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5. West Fork Hydroelectric Project

Historical Overview

The West Fork Hydroelectric Project has two components - the Thorpe Hydroelectric Plant built in 1941- 
and the Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant completed in 1950. The Thorpe Hydroelectric Plant is located on
the West Fork of the Tuckasegee River in Jackson County. The land that the Thorpe Plant would be built on
had been in the possession of NP&L for several years. The company eventually planned to develop it, but
prior to 1939 there were no industrial or residential demands that would justify the expense of construction.
But with the outbreak of World War II, the demand for aluminum from America's allies had skyrocketed.
The country's aluminum producers could not keep up with the demand so in June of 1940, the North
Carolina Utilities Commission gave permission for the construction of the Glenville (the name was later
changed to Thorpe) and the Nantahala hydroelectric projects.163 By the end of the month, Morrison-
Knudson of Boise, Idaho, the construction contractor for the project, had begun hiring laborers. About 1,500
men, both locals and workers brought in by the contractor, worked around the clock for around sixteen
months to finish the project, working on the powerhouse, dam, and tunnels simultaneously.164 

The dam proved to be an economic boon for families in the area still feeling the effects of the Depression. In
addition to providing a large part of the workforce, the project provided economic benefits to those locals
not directly involved in construction activities. The community of Tuckasegee, located near the location of
the powerhouse, became the site of the work camp. Locals boarded the workers and provided necessary
services to these men. In East Laporte, the existing rail line to Sylva, previously used to supply a lumber
mill, was used to transport materials and equipment for construction. At the reservoir site, a garage was built
to fuel and service the project vehicles and machinery.165

The massive Glenville project employed innovative construction techniques in an effort to get the plant into
operation in record time. Original plans called for one long tunnel to be drilled from the dam to downriver at
a site where the present Tuckasegee plant is located. In an effort to speed the work up, engineers decided to
build three tunnels and three sections of steel pipe. All three sections were built at one time, with crews
drilling each section through solid rock. Each crew per shift built around ten feet per day and when each of
the tunnels was drilled through, all three were right on target with its other half.166

To clear the bed for the reservoir, the contractor used cattle to haul the logs. While workers drilled the
diversion tunnel, a flume diverted the water. Once the tunnel was completed, workers removed the flume
and finished the dam. This earth and rock structure was 150 feet high, 1,310 feet long, and 830 feet thick at
the base. By February of 1941 the work had been completed.167. 

When the dam was dedicated on October 13, 1941, its 1,462-acre lake was full. Three and one-half miles of
tunnel and pipeline at the intake at the reservoir carried water to the powerhouse, 1,200 feet below the lake.

                                                
    163NP&L n.d., 1.

    164Ibid, 3.

    165ibid.

    166Ibid.

    167Ibid, 4-5.
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An important feature of the power plant is the head (the vertical distance in elevation from intake to
turbine), which is 1,169 feet. At the time of construction, it was the highest head of any hydro plant east of
the Rockies and made it possible to produce more power with less water.

The brick powerhouse was described as "a stately building in a rare setting of surrounding hills." The
turbine, the largest of its kind in North America at the time of completion, is a twin-runner, horizontal
Pelton. The generator turns at 257 rpm and produces 120 million kilowatt hours of electricity per year. For
the first time in a hydro development, the contractor put six "fuse plugs" into the dam at the spillway for
safety. These plugs made of earth and sandy material lie across the rock spillway and are separated by
concrete piers. Engineers designed these plugs to fail progressively in the case of overtopping by waters of
the lake. These plugs then become inexpensive emergency floodways that can easily replaced if washed out.
These plugs proved their worth two months after construction began when the worst flood in Tuckasegee
history occurred. The dam held although power was knocked out on some of the lines to the site.168

In 1951, NP&L officials renamed the Glenville plant in honor of John Edward Stirling Thorpe. Thorpe
became president of NP&L in 1929, led the company through the war years and supervised the construction
of the two largest NP&L developments. In 1997, the plant became automated with operations transferred to
the Nantahala Operations Center in Franklin, North Carolina. The Thorpe plant presently generates enough
electricity to supply power to 12,500 households per year.

The Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant is located in Jackson County. In 1949, construction began on the
Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant, on the West Fork of the Tuckasegee River, 0.45 mile downstream from the
Thorpe Powerhouse. This development included the construction of a concrete arch dam, tunnel,
powerhouse, and a transmission line to the Thorpe Powerhouse. In April of 1949 work was completed on
the plant and it went into operation in May of 1950.  The plant is remotely operated by workers at the
Thorpe Powerhouse.

Description

The Thorpe Hydroelectric Plant consists of a dam and associated saddle dam, powerhouse, two gatehouses,
and three tunnels and pipelines. These properties were inventoried in 1992 by representatives of the North
Carolina Department of Cultural Resources. The Thorpe Dam was given survey number JK-382, while the
powerhouse was given survey number JK-396. Nine associated Bungalow style dwellings built for the dam
operators and their families are located adjacent to the Thorpe Powerhouse, but are outside of the project
boundary. This Worker's Housing complex was surveyed and given the survey number JK-397. The Thorpe
Powerhouse is a rectangular plan, two-story, Gothic Revival influenced brick building. The building rests on
a poured concrete foundation and has an exterior of five-course common bond wire brick. Windows are
original twenty-four-over-twenty-four fixed steel design. Dividing each window bay is a brick pilaster.
Below each window is a concrete sill and rectangular brick spandrel. Above the windows are rectangular
brick spandrels and a Gothic arched transom of original glass and steel. At the roofline is a crenelated
parapet wall of glazed terra cotta. At each brick pilaster are terra cotta pilaster strips below the roofline.

At the rear (east) facade is a one-story wing with a flat roof. This wing has original fifteen-light steel awning
windows and concrete sills. On the north facade of this wing is an original solid steel door. At the east
facade of the main section is an original two-panel steel door with wire mesh panels. On the north facade is

                                                
    168Alcoa, et al. 1958, 18; NP&L n.d., 5.
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an original steel track door. To the north of the powerhouse is a ca. 1960 corrugated metal storage building
resting on a concrete block foundation. This building has double doors of frame construction.

The interior of the powerhouse has a poured concrete floor, exposed brick walls, and a ceiling of steel
beams supporting a poured concrete slab roof. Connecting the main floor and basement level are original
steel stairs. The building has a terrazzo floor on the first floor level, and a concrete floor in the basement.
Interior doors are original two-panel design and single-light glass and steel design. The first and second
floors are supported by rectangular concrete columns.

The building contains an original Allis-Chalmers Horizontal Impulse (Pelton Wheel) turbine, made in
Milwaukee in 1940. There is also an original Allis-Chalmers AC generator with a capacity of 21,600 kw. 
The original switchboard is located in a partitioned room with a dropped acoustical tile ceiling and linoleum
floor. This original switchboard was manufactured by Westinghouse. A second switchboard added after
1960 is also located on the first floor, and was manufactured by the Russ Electric Co.

The Thorpe Dam is of earth and rock fill, and has a height of 150' and length of 900'. The dam impounds a
reservoir containing 1,462 acres at full capacity. A small saddle dam with a height of 122' and length of 410'
also helps to impound a tributary for the main dam. The Thorpe Dam has a two-lane, paved road built across
the top (State Route 1157). The dam's spillway has two manually operated steel tainter gates, both of which
are 12' in length and 25' in width. Associated with the dam are six safety fuse plugs of earth which are
designed to fail in sequence in the event of a major flood. 

On top of the dam is a two-story gatehouse of poured concrete. This gatehouse contains a large steel gate
which operates the dam's bypass or diversion unit. The building has original paired two-panel steel doors.
Windows are original fixed twelve-light steel design, and are presently covered with metal panels. The
building has a flat roof of poured concrete, walls, and floor. On the second story are also paired two-panel
steel doors. To the east of the dam is a similar poured concrete gatehouse which contains a large steel gate.
This gate controls the intake into the tunnel and pipe system feeding the powerhouse.

Connecting the dam to the powerhouse are three tunnels and two pipelines. These tunnels are: Tunnel # 1
under Shoal Mountain, which has a length of 3,627'; Tunnel # 2 under Pilot Mountain, which has a length of
4,591', and; Tunnel # 3 under Bell Coney Mountain, which has a length of 4,803'. Along with the tunnels
are two steel pipelines along Shoal Creek and Trout Creek totaling over 2,400' in length. These steel
pipelines are supported by poured concrete piers. Together, these tunnels and pipelines furnish the water to
feed into the powerhouse's penstocks.   

To the west of the Thorpe powerhouse are nine dwellings and associated ancillary buildings remaining from
the original company village built in 1940. These dwellings are located outside of the project boundary of
the West Fork hydroelectric project. These dwellings were built in standardized plans, and are presently
vacant and in fair to poor condition. The dwellings are one-story in height, of frame construction, and were
built in gable front plans with Bungalow influences. The dwellings have poured concrete foundations,
asbestos shingle siding, and gable roofs of asphalt shingles. The houses have two interior and exterior wall
brick flues. The main facades have original gable porches with square Doric influenced wood columns and
railings with square balusters. Original front doors are six-light and two-panel glass and wood design. In the
gables are louvered vents. The rear facades of the houses have shed roof porches with square wood posts.
The rear doors are original six-light and two-panel glass and wood design.
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The houses were built with a living room, dining room, kitchen, bath, and two or three bedrooms. Numbers
8, 19, 36 and 50 each have the extra third bedroom. The interiors have original wood floors, wall board
walls and ceilings, and original two-panel doors. The houses were originally heated by stoves. The baths
have been remodeled but retain original curved tubs. Most kitchens retain their original sink and cabinets.

The nine dwellings are grouped together in two separate areas. Along Dexter Road, just west of the
powerhouse are six dwellings. One of these has been extensively altered with a large ca. 1970 lateral wing,
while another has been gutted by fire. Associated with this grouping of dwellings are three original, two-car
garages. These garages are of corrugated steel and wood construction, with a shed frame roof with exposed
rafters and double doors of corrugated steel. To the west of this complex are three additional dwellings
grouped together facing State Route 107. Associated with these dwellings is a single-bay corrugated metal
garage, and a three-bay corrugated metal garage. An original one-story frame storage building is also
located within this complex.

The Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant consists of a powerhouse and dam on the West Fork of the Tuckasegee
River. The powerhouse is a two-story, poured concrete building. This building has a corrugated steel panel
roof. The building's entrance has an original two-panel steel door. This door is set within a larger hinged
steel door. The building has no other fenestration. The interior of the powerhouse has poured concrete walls,
floors, and a section of the upper wall is of steel panels. The interior retains an original Vertical Francis
turbine manufactured by the S. Morgan Smith Company.

The Tuckasegee Dam impounds a reservoir, known locally as Little Glenville, which contains 7.9 acres at
full capacity. The concrete arch dam was built in an oval shape with steel panels on top of the concrete. The
dam is 61' in height and 324' in length. The dam has a concrete spillway and steel panel sluice gates.
Connecting the dam to the powerhouse is a 13-foot diameter steel penstock and a tunnel which is 3,246' in
length.

National Register Assessment

In 1994, the Thorpe Powerhouse and the adjacent Worker's Housing were deemed potentially eligible for
the National Register, and placed on the Study List following a survey of Macon County. These properties
were considered eligible under criterion A and C for their historical and architectural significance. In
addition, the Thorpe Dam Complex Historic District was determined eligible for the National Register in
1999. This complex includes the dam and associated gatehouses. The Consultant concurs with both these
assessments. In the opinion of the Consultant, the Thorpe Hydroelectric Plant has significance under
criterion A in the categories of Military and Engineering, and under C for the architectural significance of
the powerhouse and adjacent worker's housing. The plant is not eligible in the category of Social History
because almost all of its electricity prior to 1955 was sent to the Alcoa plant in Maryville, Tennessee, rather
than to residential or commercial customers in western North Carolina. Power to local customers from this
plant was not provided in any appreciable quantities until the 1960s.

At the beginning of World War II, it became apparent that America's ability to meet the projected need for
aluminum for the war effort was insufficient. In response, the nation's largest producer of aluminum, Alcoa,
made plans to increase production and build a new plant at its facility in Blount County, Tennessee. The
aluminum smelting process requires an enormous amount of electrical power, and both the Thorpe and
Nantahala plants were built to help supply this need. The Thorpe plant was completed and placed into
operation in 1941, with Nantahala placed in operation in 1942. Both of these hydroelectric plants provided
the necessary electricity to help power the Alcoa facility in Tennessee which made aluminum for aircraft.
The significance of these two hydroelectric plants was noted in the February issue of Engineering News-
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Record, in the article "More Power for Bomber Production." The article states that the immediate goal of
these plants was to produce electricity for the manufacture of bombers, and that the annual electricity
produced each year by these plants could build 1,230 B-17 "Flying Fortress" bombers.169 Alcoa was one of
America's essential industries during World War II, and both the Thorpe and Nantahala plants contributed to
its success.

The Thorpe Dam is also significant in the category of Engineering for its overall design. This earth and rock
dam was the first in the nation to utilize safety fuse plugs at its spillway entrance. Safety fuse plugs are
essentially small earthen dams which are designed to fail progressively in case of a major flood. These
devices helped to increase dam safety and prevent sudden flooding below the dam. The dam and its
associated buildings retain sufficient integrity to meet registration requirements for this property type.

The Thorpe Powerhouse is a notable example of an electrical powerhouse of its period. Designed with the
influence of the Gothic Revival style, the building is similar of other powerhouses in the region. It was built
in a rectangular plan with large, multi-light steel windows, and open floor space on the interior. The building
retains much of its original interior and exterior detailing, and possesses sufficient integrity to meet
registration requirements for this property type. The Thorpe Worker's Housing also retains sufficient
integrity to meet registration requirements for this property type.

In addition to the powerhouse, worker's housing, and dam complex, it is also the opinion of the Consultant
that the water pipelines and tunnels connecting the powerhouse and dam also meet registration requirements
for the National Register. These structures were integral to the operation of the complex, and their
construction enabled the plant to have such a high head and large electrical generating capacity. The steel
pipeline and tunnels appear much as they did when they were built, and retain integrity of their original
design.

In the opinion of the Consultant, the Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant does not meet the criteria of the
National Register. The plant was completed in 1950 to provide additional power to the Thorpe Powerhouse.
The electricity generated by the Thorpe plant was used to support the operations of the Alcoa operations in
Blount County, Tennessee. It was not until the 1960s that power from the Tuckasegee Hydroelectric Plant
was used to supply electricity for regional residential and commercial customers. The plant does not possess
any known architectural or engineering significance. The concrete dam and tunnel are of designs typical of
the period, and the concrete and steel powerhouse is a utilitarian building lacking any references to an
architectural style.

                                                
    169 Engineering News-Record, February 26, 1942, 56.
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Figure No. 41. Location of the West Fork Hydroelectric Project, Map 1 of 2.
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Figure No. 42. Location of the West Fork Hydroelectric Project, Map 2 of 2.
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Figure No. 43. Plan of Thorpe Dam, tunnels, and pipeline.
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Figure No. 44. Plan of Thorpe powerhouse, tunnels, penstock, and Worker's Housing.
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Figure No. 47. The Thorpe Powerhouse, view from the Worker's Housing Village.
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Figure No. 48. The Thorpe Powerhouse, west and north facades.
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Figure No. 49. The Thorpe Powerhouse, south and east facades.
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Figure No. 50. Interior view of the Thorpe Powerhouse.
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Figure No. 51. Interior view of the Thorpe Powerhouse and turbine.
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Figure No. 52. The Thorpe Dam showing paved State Route 1157, and the concrete spillway.
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Figure No. 53. The Thorpe Dam showing paved State Route 1157, and the concrete spillway.
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Figure No. 54. The Thorpe Dam, concrete spillway and tainter gates.
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Figure No. 55. Thorpe Dam diversion Gatehouse, south and east facades.
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Figure No. 56. Interior view of the Thorpe Dam diversion Gatehouse showing raised steel gate.
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Figure No. 57. Thorpe Worker's Housing, general view of main facades.
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Figure No. 58. Thorpe Worker's Housing, general view of rear facades.
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Figure No. 59. Thorpe Worker's Housing, Dwelling No. 19.
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Figure No. 60. Thorpe Worker's Housing, Dwelling No. 20.
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Figure No. 61. Thorpe Worker's Housing, Dwelling No. 8.
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Figure No. 62. Thorpe Worker's Housing, associated garage.
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Figure No. 63. The Tuckasegee Powerhouse, north and west facades.
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Figure No. 64. The Tuckasegee Powerhouse, west and south facades.
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Figure No. 65. The Tuckasegee Dam, view from above.
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Figure No. 66. The Tuckasegee Dam, view from below.
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6. Nantahala Hydroelectric Project

Historical Overview

In the 1920s construction began on the Nantahala Hydroelectric Plant on the Nantahala River in Macon and
Clay Counties. Due to a decrease in the demand for electricity resulting from the economic problems of the
Depression, construction on the plant was suspended in 1931.170 In July of 1940, in conjunction with the
wartime demand for aluminum, work resumed on the plant with the purpose of the plant being to provide
power to Alcoa’s aluminum plant in Tennessee. The facility was built by the Utah Construction Company of
Salt Lake City. Retired NP&L employee Mac Whittaker remembered that security was tight during
construction:

‘We were under real heavy security’....There were armed guards on the gate and a high, timbered
stockade protected the powerhouse site. ‘You had to have a pass to get in.’  There were guardhouses
at the powerhouse and up on the mountain.... An electric eye, hidden in the brush, kept a lookout for
intruders.171

Around the same time, three suspected German saboteurs were caught off the coast of South Carolina. The
three had disembarked from a submarine and landed on the coast in a small boat. Upon interrogation, U.S.
Government officials learned that suspects had targeted the Baden, Thorpe, Nantahala, and several other
Alcoa facilities. Another incident of suspected sabotage occurred when a guard at the plant noticed sticks of
dynamite lying under the powder magazine. The fuse had gone out, averting massive damage to the
project.172

Construction personnel from Utah Construction Company, NP&L and Alcoa made up the 1,500 to 2,000
strong workforce. The majority of the men were married and those who did not live in the vicinity brought
their families with them. The construction camp took on the appearance of a company town and consisted of
houses, bunkhouses, a mess hall, commissary, a guesthouse and camps. Children of the workers' attended
school in nearby communities. The adults played bridge and the wives went together to Robbinsville and
Andrews for shopping trips.

Construction of the plants occurred in shifts, 24 hours a day, seven days a week:

They dug the tunnel....by going four ways at once, the separate sections meeting ‘within an inch or
less.’ The dam itself was probably the most challenging job. A giant 50-cubic-yard electric shovel,
Euclid trucks and crawler tractors helped with the heavy work of moving rock and clay.173

By June of 1942 the plant had been completed. It was the company’s second largest plant with a 251-foot
rock-fill and a sloping earth core dam that proved to be economical and reliable and served as a model for
later design and construction techniques at NP&L. The spillway was designed for Αlarge, sharp-crested
floods of short duration,” while the completed reservoir was 3 2 miles long with a surface area of 1,420

                                                
    170Alcoa et al. 1958, 19; NP&L 1990, 4; Thorpe 1939, v-8.

    171NP&L 1990, 4.

    172Alexander 1983, 1; NP&L 1990, 4).

    173NP&L 1990, 5.
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acres. The turbine had a 60,000 hp capacity and was connected to a General Electric generator. 
By 1949, NP&L had built three small dams at White Oak Creek and Dicks Creek, whose discharges
diverted into the Nantahala tunnel. The Dicks Creek Dam was made of concrete and stood 12' high and 50'
long. The dam at White Oak Creek was also built of concrete, and is 110' long and 15' high. An even smaller
dam was built on a tributary of Dicks Creek, known as the Diamond Valley Dam. This small concrete dam
is only 12' in width and impounds an area the size of a bathtub. NP&L officials believe Diamond Valley to
be the smallest hydroelectric dam in the country.

Description

The Nantahala Hydroelectric Plant consists of a powerhouse, four dams, two gatehouses, a tunnel and
waterpipe. The Nantahala powerhouse was surveyed in 1994 by representatives of the North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources and given the survey number MA-353. A dam operator's house, five
worker's houses, and several other ancillary buildings and structures are associated with the facility, but are
located outside of the FERC project boundary. Of these, the inventory of 1994 gave survey numbers to the
Community Building (MA-354), and the Worker's Housing (MA-355). The Nantahala Powerhouse is a one-
story, poured concrete building built with the design influences of streamlined classicism. It has poured
concrete walls and a gable roof of wood decking and corrugated steel. On the main (N) facade is an original
solid steel hinged door set within a large steel panel. Windows on the north facade are original sixty-light
steel design with eight-light hinged inset panels. On all four facades are clerestory windows of twenty-light
fixed steel design. Dividing the window bays are concrete wall pilaster strips. On the west facade is an
original solid steel sliding track door. The pedestrian door on this facade is original two-panel steel design.
Also on the west facade of the building is a steel tainter gate and spillway. A concrete diversion wall directs
the water from the spillway. There is no other fenestration except for a louvered metal vent on the south
facade. On the west facade is a one-story office wing with sixteen-light steel awning windows. 

The interior of the powerhouse has a terrazzo floor, and walls and ceilings of poured concrete. In the
northwest corner of the building is a ca. 1970 partitioned office with a linoleum floor, acoustical tile
ceilings, and frame walls with large fixed glass windows. This office encloses the switchboard, which has
both original and added units. At the upper floor lever is a crane for moving electrical equipment and
turbine. The turbine is a Vertical Francis type manufactured by the Newport News Shipbuilding and
Drydock Co., in 1941. The AC Generator is from the General Electric plant in Schenectady, New York.

The Nantahala Dam impounds a reservoir which contains 1,605 acres at full capacity. The dam is of rock fill
with a clay core, and has a concrete spillway with four tainter gates. The tainter gates are steel, and have
concrete counter weights attached to the four electric winches. Adjacent to the spillway is a ca. 1990
concrete block generator house with a gable roof of asphalt shingles and a solid steel door.

At the south end of the dam are two original poured concrete gatehouses. Both gatehouses are of similar
design and construction, and are separated from each other by approximately 250'. Both buildings have
poured concrete foundations and walls, and roofs of poured concrete. The interiors contain steel gates and
winch systems for controlling the intake to the tunnel. On the main facades, the buildings have original
double doors of four-panel steel design. Similar doors are located on the second floor. On Gatehouse # 1,
windows are original fifteen-light steel fixed design on the first floor, and twelve-light design on the second
floor. Windows on the first floor of Gatehouse # 2 are original twenty-one-light steel design with six-panel
inset hinged windows. Second floor windows are original twelve-light fixed design.
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Also at the south end of the dam is a one-story, frame, dam operator's house built in 1942. This Bungalow
style-influenced dwelling has a poured concrete foundation, a gable roof of asphalt shingles, and an exterior
of asbestos shingles. The house has two interior brick chimneys. On the main (S) facade is an original shed
roof entry porch with ca. 1970 square wood posts. The main entrance has an original six-light and three-
panel glass and wood door. On the east facade is a gable roof wing with a full porch on the south facade.
This porch has an original corner wood post. This wing has an original six-light and three-panel glass and
wood door on this facade. Windows are original six-over-six rectangular wood sash. In the gables are
louvered vents. The interior floor plan has been altered with an added kitchen in the entry hall. The house
has added acoustical ceiling tiles, wall board walls, and five-panel wood doors. The wood floors have been
covered with carpet.

Below the Nantahala Dam are three smaller dams constructed in 1949 which feed into the Nantahala
pipeline. The White Oak Dam is of stone and concrete and is approximately 16' high and 110' in length. A
steel tainter gate is located at the spillway. A small mechanized winch controls the gate which leads into the
intake pipe. The Dicks Creek Dam is of also of stone and concrete and is approximately 16' high and 110' in
length. A steel tainter gate is located at the spillway. A small mechanized winch controls the gate which
leads into the intake pipe. The Diamond Valley Dam is of poured concrete and measures 6' in height and 12'
in length. It impounds an area the size of a bathtub, and feeds its water into the Dick's Creek Reservoir
through an 18" pipeline.

The four dams feed their water into the Nantahala tunnel and pipeline. The tunnel was built through rock
beneath the intervening mountains, and the pipeline is an elevated steel water pipe supported by poured
concrete piers. The length of the main tunnel and pipeline from the Nantahala Dam is 29,654', or 5.6 miles.
The tunnel and pipeline which feeds into the main pipeline from the White Oak Dam is 11,445' in length,
and the Dicks Creek pipeline is 3,875' in length. 

To the west of the Nantahala Powerhouse are five remaining worker's dwellings built in 1942. These houses
are located outside the project boundary on Powerhouse Drive, and are one-story in height and built with
Bungalow style-influences. The dwellings were built in gable front forms with rear lateral wings. The
dwellings have gable roofs of asphalt shingles, interior brick chimneys, and gable roof, partial-width
porches with square wood columns. In the gables are louvered vents, and at the eaves are exposed rafters.
The five dwellings differ somewhat in their exterior siding and fenestration. These variations are as follows:

101 Powerhouse Drive - This dwelling has an original six-light and two-panel glass and wood door on the
main facade. Windows are ca. 1980 one-over-one aluminum sash. The exterior has original asbestos
shingles. The rear porch has replacement columns.

102 Powerhouse Drive - This dwelling has an original six-light and two-panel glass and wood door on the
main facade. Windows are ca. 1980 one-over-one aluminum sash. The exterior has original asbestos
shingles. The rear porch has replacement columns.

103 Powerhouse Drive - This dwelling has an exterior siding of ca. 1990 pressboard. The dwelling has an
original six-light and two-panel glass and wood door on the main facade. Windows are ca. 1980 one-over-
one aluminum sash. The rear porch has replacement columns.

104 Powerhouse Drive - This dwelling has an exterior siding of ca. 1990 pressboard. The dwelling has an
original six-light and two-panel glass and wood door on the main facade. Windows are ca. 1980 one-over-
one aluminum sash. The rear porch has replacement columns.
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105 Powerhouse Drive - The dwelling at this location is the most original of the five. The dwelling retains
its original porch columns, asbestos shingle siding, and original six-over-six wood sash windows. The main
entrance has an original six-light and two-panel glass and wood door. The shed roof porch on east facade
has original square wood columns. The door on this facade also is an original six-light and two-panel
design.

Associated with these dwellings are three original garages of frame and corrugated metal. These garages
have shed roofs and walls of corrugated metal, and hinged wood and metal doors.

Between the powerhouse and dwellings are three buildings. One of these is a ca. 1942, gable front frame
warehouse building with shiplap siding, a gable roof of asphalt shingles, exposed eave rafters, and a poured
concrete foundation. On the main (W) facade is an entrance with a ca. 1990 solid metal door. There are two
doors on the south facade, both of original five-panel wood design. Windows are original fixed six-light
design. On the north facade is a shed roof porch added ca. 1970.

There is also a one-story frame storage building with paired five-panel wood doors, six-over-six wood sash
windows, and asbestos shingles. This building was possibly moved to this location. There are also two
corrugated steel garages adjacent to this building. To the west of the powerhouse is a ca. 1995 concrete
block garage with a metal gable roof and overhead track garage doors.

National Register Assessment

In 1994, the Nantahala Powerhouse and the adjacent Worker's Housing were deemed potentially eligible for
the National Register, and placed on the Study List following a survey of Macon County. These properties
were considered eligible under criterion A and C for their historical and architectural significance. The
Consultant concurs with this assessment. In the opinion of the Consultant, the Nantahala Hydroelectric Plant
has significance under criterion A in the category of Military, and under criterion C for the architectural
design of the powerhouse and adjacent worker's housing. This eligibility includes the Nantahala Dam and its
associated buildings. The plant is not eligible in the category of Social History because almost all of its
electricity prior to 1955 was sent to the Alcoa plant in Maryville, Tennessee, rather than to residential or
commercial customers in western North Carolina. Power to local customers from this plant was not
provided in any appreciable quantities until the 1960s.

At the beginning of World War II, it became apparent that America's ability to meet the projected need for
aluminum for the war effort was insufficient. In response, the nation's largest producer of aluminum, Alcoa,
made plans to increase production and build a new plant at its facility in Blount County, Tennessee. The
aluminum smelting process requires an enormous amount of electrical power, and both the Thorpe and
Nantahala plants were built to help supply this need. The Nantahala plant was completed and placed into
operation in 1942. Both of these hydroelectric plants provided the necessary electricity to help power the
Alcoa facility in Tennessee which made aluminum for aircraft. The significance of these two hydroelectric
plants was noted in the February issue of Engineering News-Record, in the article "More Power for Bomber
Production." The article states that the immediate goal of these plants was to produce electricity for the
manufacture of bombers, and that the annual electricity produced each year by these plants could build
1,230 B-17 "Flying Fortress" bombers.174 Alcoa was one of America's essential industries during World
War II, and both the Thorpe and Nantahala plants contributed to its success.

                                                
    174 Engineering News-Record, February 26, 1942, 56.
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Under criterion A, the Nantahala Hydroelectric Plant including the powerhouse, dam, tunnels, pipelines,
worker's housing, and ancillary buildings and structures would be eligible for the National Register. These
components of the complex were essential to its operation and contributions to electrical generation for the
Alcoa plant during World War II. All of these properties retain sufficient integrity to meet registration
requirements for their respective property types.  

The Nantahala Powerhouse is also eligible under criterion C. The powerhouse's design is illustrative of
"streamlined" or "simplified" classicism which was widely used in the 1930s and 1940s for governmental
and industrial buildings. This design approach combined the elements of classical and Art Moderne
influences within a simplified vocabulary and lack of ornamentation.175 The powerhouse reflects this
approach in its smooth concrete walls, horizontal and vertical pilaster strips, and undecorated fenestration
and roofline. It was built in a rectangular plan with large, multi-light steel windows, and open floor space on
the interior. The building retains much of its original interior and exterior detailing, and possesses sufficient
integrity to meet registration requirements for this property type.

The Nantahala Worker's Housing also retains sufficient integrity to meet registration requirements as a
historic district for this property type and is eligible under criterion C. Built in gable front forms reflective of
the Bungalow style, this grouping of dwellings collectively conveys a feeling of time and place from its
period of construction, and is illustrative of the types of worker housing built for industrial developments in
the mid-20th century.

In the opinion of the Consultant, the three auxiliary dams, White Oak Creek, Dicks Creek, and Diamond
Valley, and their associated pipelines and tunnels, are not eligible for the National Register. These small
dams were built in 1949, and were designed to provide additional power for the Alcoa plant in the years
following World War II. All three dams are simple concrete structures typical of their period, and no
engineering or architectural significance has been identified for these dams and their associated pipeline and
tunnel systems. 

                                                
    175 Mary Hollingsworth, Architecture of the 20th Century (London: Grange Books, 1995), 73.
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Figure No. 67. Location of the Nantahala Hydroelectric Project, Map 1 of 3.
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Figure No. 68. Location of the Nantahala Hydroelectric Project, Map 2 of 3.
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Figure No. 69. Location of the Nantahala Hydroelectric Project, Map 3 of 3.
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